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ABSTRACT 

This internship report contains five chapters in the following order: 

Chapter one has introduction of internship information about the organization, objectives of the 

internship, benefits, scope of internship, organizational profile, vision, mission, theme, core values, 

town council objectives, services offered, organizational structure, roles of finance department; 

chapter two contains activities carried out while at internship place; chapter three has lessons, 

experiences and skills during internship; chapter four contains challenges, limitations, enjoyments 

and disappointments; chapter five has conclusions and recommendations of the internship 

attachment; references and appendices 

The organization was suitable for internship attachment because it has trained and qualified 

personnel additionally they are so interactive and willing to be consulted. 

It is advisable that students who will carry out future field attachment should be willing and 

interested to learn more to enhance their preparation of their respective career 
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CHARPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter covers the background of internship exercise, objectives, scope, organizational 

profile which includes the organizational structure, background of the organization, what the 

organization does and clients of the organization 

Internship training is an opportunity of the student to be attached to the institution or any 

organization to achieve practical skills and working experience in his /her respective area of 

study area for a specified period of time. This training is mandatory to students pursuing 

Bachelor of Business Administration. During the internship period, students are able to practice 

what they learnt at school and also to achieve more skills from the field. 

  

The internship exercise took place from 2nd of January 2023 to 24th of February 2023 at 

Nabiganda Town Council headquarters. The report therefore presents the following issues that 

were covered during the exercise. 

 

Background of the Internship 

Field Attachment refers to the approved guidelines defined by Busitema University, Faculty of 

Management Science, Pallisa Campus as the basis for practical work carried out by staff and 

students for the purposes of Research in places outside the institution and therefore as students, 

we are exposed to experience the real life of work as it enables us to relate the academic 

programs to actual work. 

1.2 Objectives of the Internship 

The main objectives of the field attachment is to produce practically oriented graduates that meet 

the required job related competences of their future employees 

1.2.2 Main objectives 

The main objectives of the field attachment is to produce practically oriented graduates that meet 

the required job related competences of their future employees 


